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SAM-21
CLIPPER
Society of Antique Modelers

Chapter 21

AMA 1470

next meeting: Thursday

JANUARY 22_ 7:30 pm
at SARATOGA FIREHOUSE
Corner Saratoga Ave & Hwy 9
Park in rear & Enter thru Front door

Goodie Schedule - page 2
Thanks to LESCHER DOWLING for DEC Goodies!
Lescher Dowling, on tap for December goodies, brought
this gorgeous cake to the festivities. MMMMM GOOD!
Dunno about the others, but I got my got sugar fix
for all of 2009!

& Thanks to Lescher for the Coffee!
& Thanks to Walt for the Facilities!
Sam 21 Dues :

$25 Full member - $15 associate

PRESIDENT: BILL COPELAND 4863 Primrose Lane, Livermore, Ca 94551 925-449-1105
VICE PREZ: WALT GURNEY 12767 HOMES Dr, SARATOGA, CA 95070 408-996-2725
SEC/TREAS: GARY LEOPOLD 905 ANITA Ave, BELMONT, CA 94002 650-592-5716
EDITOR:
STEVE ROSELLE 933 Barbara Ave Mtn. View, Ca 94040
Competition. Co-Ord: DAVE LEWIS 4709 Malero Plc. San Jose, Ca 95129
CHIEF PUBLISHER JANET ROSELLE
933 Barbara Ave, Mtn View, Ca 94040

650-969-1721
408-246-2257
650-969-1721

bnbent@pacbell.net
wgurney@comcast.net
gnleopold@sbcglobal.net
rosy@cheerful.com
lewis966@comcast.net
stoney7@mindspring.com

See the rest of Bill Hofstetter’s Model
stuff at the January meeting

42 cents,
Please!

HAPPY New Year to ALL!
933 Barbara Ave
Mountain View, Ca
94040

Don’t forget January 31st Banquet.
This year Dinner is FREE!
compliments of SAM 21 - Flyer p.11
R.S.V.P

First Class

In this issue:











p.2 2009 SAM WESTERN REGION CALENDAR
p.3 December Minutes PGEWE report
P.4 - ROSY’s Outlook P.5– Out of the BLUE of the WESTERN sky...
P.6 - DAVID SASO discovers a Seldom Seen design!!!
P.7 - British Frogs—Careful about Lunch invites!
P. 8-9-10 - Lifting Stabs—an ongoing discussion...
P. 11—2009 SAM 21 BANQUET Flyer
P.12—DUES ARE DUE! - more PGEWE photos
—Plus More outrageous photos & amazing information!
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(You Betcha!)

2009

SAM WEST COAST Event Schedule Revised 31 Dec, 2008
Italics are PRELIMINARY Dates—Subject to Change!

Call Steve Roselle 650-969-1721 Email: rosy@cheerful.com for corrections or additions
Month Saturday Sunday Event
JAN
3
4
JAN
10
11
1/10-11 AMA Trade Show—Ontario, Ca
JAN
17
18 19 1/17-19
SOUTHWEST REGIONALS, Eloy Az
JAN
24
25
Sat—NCFFC AWARDS BANQUET—site unk. at theis time
JAN/F 31
1
SAM 21 Annual BANQUET—Carrow’s 910 Saratoga ave, SJ
FEB
FEB
FEB

7
14
21

8
15
22
SAM 8 MISERY MEET FF/RC HLP, WA. 206 244 3936
For other SAM 8 events: http://www.geocities.com/the_great_sam8/

FEB/M
MAR
MAR
MAR
MAR

28
7
14
21
28

1
8
15
22
29

APR
APR
APR
APR

4
11
18
25

5
12
19
26

Sat

MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY

2
9
16
23

3
10
17
24

NCFFC; Nor Cal—FF only Wageall fld.
Sunday 5/10
(Mother's Day)

MAY 30
JUNE 6
JUNE 13
JUNE 20
JUNE 27
JULY 4
JULY 11
JULY 18
JULY 25
AUG 1
AUG 8
AUG 15
AUG 22
AUG 29
SEPT 5
SEPT 12
SEPT 19
SEPT 26
OCT
3
OCT
10
OCT
17
OCT
24
OCT
24
OCT/N 31
NOV 7
NOV 14
NOV 21
NOV 28
DEC
5
DEC
12
DEC
19
DEC
26

31
7
14
21
28
5
12
29
26
3
9
16
23
30
6
13
20
27
4
11
18

SAM 21 RANCH ROMP Schmidt Ranch (tentative)
Sat NCFFC Western States Champs FF/RC Wageall fld.
Sunday 6/15
(Father's Day)

25
1
8
15
22
29
6
14
20
27

Sun
SGMA Spring Bash FF/RC Wegaell fld.
Fri/Sat SABBATINI COLLECTO—Fresno 559-287-1717
Sunday 3/22
Easter
SAM 26 SPRING ANNUAL RC Taft, Ca 805-739-0329
NCFFC Sierra Champs FF/RC Wegaell fld.

Monday 5/25

SAT 7/4

Memorial Day weekend

SAM 21’s Website:
www.SAM-21.ORG

Sam 21 Meeting Dates
7:30 p.m.
@ SARATOGA FIRE
DEPARTMENT
Corner Saratoga ave &
Sunnyvale-Saratoga Hwy

2009
January 22
February 26
March 26
April 23
May 28
June 25
July 23
August 27
September 24
October 22
November 19
(due to Thanksgiving Conflict)
December 17
(due to Christmas Conflict)

2009 GOODIE
Schedule

Independence Day

SAM 30 Annual - Schmidt Ranch (tenative)

Monday 9/7
Labor Day
Sun
NCFFC SGMA Combo FF/RC Wageall fld.
25-27 SAM 27 CRASH & BASH Schmidt Ranch
4th-9th SAM CHAMPS at Boulder City, Nevada
4th-9th SAM CHAMPS at Boulder City, Nevada
Sat
SGMA Sweeper FF/RC Wageall fld.
SAM 26 JOHN POND COMMEMORATIVE Taft, Ca
possible SAM 21 Collecto actual date T.B.D.

Thursday 11/26 Thanksgiving Day

Here are the choices for the year. I went
by alphabetical order on the roster (but
Started with me) excusing those who normally do not come to meetings on a regular
basis.
If you cannot accommodate this schedule,
then it will be your responsibility to ShangHi (uhh) persuade another member to take
your place.
And If you feel ‘The Call‘
(and aren’t on this list), please call some
unfortunate soul on the list and offer to take
their place.

JANUARY
FEB
MARCH
APRIL
MAY
JUNE
JULY
AUGUST
SEPT
OCT
NOV
DEC

Gurney
Roselle
____open____
Joki
Leopold
Lewis
Marshall
Mette
Smith
Saso
Vanderbeek
Dowling

Thursday 12/25 Christmas Day
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be paid for by the club. After a careful count of ballots, president Smith announced that officers for 2009 will be: President, Bill Copeland; Vice President, Walt Gurney; Secty/
Treasurer, Gary Leopold.

Minutes of the SAM 21 Meeting
of December 18, 2008
Meeting called to order by President Smith at 7:30 p.m.
at the Saratoga Fire House.
Introduction of Guests:
Members present - 16

Arlene Marshall.

Minutes of the November Meeting: Motion passed to accept the minutes as printed in the December Clipper.
Treasurer’s report: For the period 11/20/08 to 12/18/08 –
reported a beginning balance of $7,027.64 and an ending balance of $7,963.68.
Membership stands at – 32 regular, 15 associate, 2 life, Total
Contest Reports: None

New Business: The question of reimbursement for the acquisition of the monthly “goodies” resulted in a motion to allow
up to $20 per month, repayment will require receipts. The
motion was approved.
Break: 7:45 to 7:55 – our Thanks to Lescher
for EVERYTHING.
The final item of business was the Pirates White Elephant
“gift” exchange. Some friends were made and some friends
were lost?? Everyone went home with something.

Scheduled Events: None

The next meeting will be held on January 22nd at the Fire
House in Saratoga, CA.

Other Reports: None

The meeting was adjourned at 8:40 p.m.
Respectfully
Submitted,
Bill Copeland

Unfinished Business: Lewis reported that arrangements for
the annual Banquet are set for January 31st at Carrows Restaurant in Campbell noting that dinner for all attending will

Christmas Greetings
From:"Tandy C. Walker" <tandyw@flash.net>
This Playboy Senior, free in flight, serenely slips through the air
without a sound over this remote country landscape on its decent to
an unknown landing location. Only the birds in the distance are
privilege to witness this marvelous sight.
Merry Christmas to All,
Tandy and Sue Walker
PS—Tandy is recovering from Cataract surgery. Call him! 817-274-9600

December Pirates White Elephant Gift Exchange
was a success!. 15 members participated with lots of Pirating of
previously purloined gifts! Suprises unwrapped included OS 40
engines 5 a McCoy 29. Kits included Ben Buckle diamond Demon, BH 1/2A Rambler, BJMR Panther Pup, Midwest JabberWok, Pierce Paragon
sailplane, Herr J-3 piper,
and an antique Scientific
LARKEY kit. More on
this one later.
Meanwhile here are some
action photos Above:

Unbenonst to himself
at the time—
DAVE LEWIS
GOES ELECTRIC!
————
Across—Jake flys his heli
indoors. An E-flite gyro
stabilized model!
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DAVE BRUNER writes:

Rosy’s
Outlook
JANUARY 2009
Winter skies had been notable for their dryness as of
late December. But right after getting the Dec
Clipper out, the rains began with a week of greatly
needed rains sogging Northern California. Hope was
they’d continue for a few months thus liberating us
from the dreaded forcast drought! Alas, as of
Press time those hopes are stymied!

Officers for 2009 decided
Tabulation at the December meeting as follows:
Pres
Bill Copeland 10 votes
VPres
Walt Gurney 6 Votes
Dave Lewis 4 votes
Sec/Treas
Gary Leopold 8 votes
Chinmay Jaju 2 votes
OOPSIE!
The Dec issue of the Clipper listed the
2009 SAM Champs location as Muncie, Indiana.

Dear Steve.
12/5/08
I just read the "Clipper" for Nov. 2008 and with sadness noted
the death of Charley Critch. Charley was a "tail twister" and
knew how to get a rise out of any one he was giving a hard time
to and most of all to John Pond as Don Bekins noted.
In the photo of his Playboy Sr. at San Luis Obispo I see my Old
1972 Capri in the background. As I recall the Playboy had a
real hot K&B Schneurle ported engine in it and would climb
like a rocket.
In one of the three attempts for LER the wing came off just as
he cut the engine at the top of the climb. Needless to say the
fuselage and tail came down like a rocket and the wing floated
off downwind. When the awards were given out at the end of
the contest he received a nice package of balsa wood for the
most spectacular crash of the contest.
Re: Bob Vonkonsky 100" Texaco. Sounds like fun, I would
agree with you that 4 cc/ Ib. might be better than than 1/8 fl.
oz./ Ib. since most of the big syringes we have are in cc. If my
math is right 1/8 fl. oz. = 3.698 cc, so you would get a little
more per Ib. with the 4cc/ lb formula for the fuel amount.
Here are two photos of my newest "old timer" project! It's a
1933 Auburn Sedan I am buying if the seller can clear up
the title to it It was last registered in Georgia in 2001 by his
father. The engine is a V-12 made by Lycoming, see
the article from Hemmings Motor News (**) We are getting
some mechanical work done on it which is needed mostly because of old age. As you can see the body, paint and trim etc. is
in very nice condition and the interior is very good too. Please
show this to Bob Vonkonsky since he is an old car buff too.
David R. Bruner

THIS IS WRONG!

British PLAN SITE

The actual location is Eldorado dry lake within
the township boundaries of
BOULDER CITY, Nevada.
The schedule has been duly corrected and all
interested parties notified. Clipper editorship
hopes no one shows up at Muncie in October for
the Champs due to inaccurate info herein.
The editorship sincerely regrets the error.
the Last of BILL HOFSTETTERs modeling stuff
presently resides at your editors house and will likely
be brought to the January meeting for selection and
disbursal. The December meeting being otherwise
filled with the PWEGE festivities…

Joe Konefes
the designer of the Buzzard Bombshell, Cloud
Snooper and many other Old Time models died
November 27th. He was honored at the 2002 SAMNATS when his Buzzard Bombshell was named
Model of the Year. He was a true gentleman and a
tough competitor. We will miss seeing Joe at the
Nats. Joe was 92 years old.
The CLIPPER - the newsletter of SAM 21
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http://www.model-plans.co.uk/index.html
Lots of British and American plans for downloading
or swapping
_____________________________

the SOUTHWEST REGIONALS
Draws Near...
Weather permitting, Dave Lewis & myself will
represent SAM 21 in the OT RC events…
Unfortunately for me I have procrastinated tooo long
and will only field two small models, the rest being
munched in late 2008.

Last minute hopes of a construction boom were
dashed when our 27 year old water heater went out
last week. Lewis sez “ Have it replaced.” “Naaa!
Sez I, real bonified He-men replace it themselves!”.
So I did. It took two & a half labor-intensive days,
partly because I needed to replace a lot of iron piping
with Copper. Needless to say, I ‘sweated’ a lot.
And the resultant HOT shower never felt Sooo good!
We don't realize how good modern man has it until
forced to do without one our modern conveniences.

“ Out of the Blue of the Western Sky comes... SKY KING! “
There are episodes featuring Uranium mines, and of
course the Songbird, played in earlier episodes with a
Cessna UC-78 Bamboo Bomber, then later with a
Cessna 310 Blue Canoe.
Wikipedia lists the 310 as destroyed in 1962 at Delano, while the UC-78 (N-67832) was registered as of
2000 to Ferro Lawrence of Clinton, Missouri.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sky_King
Kirby Grant played the main character and lived to
the ripe old age of 73 – killed in a car crash in 1985 on
the way to witness a Space Shuttle launch in Florida…
A generation of kids grew up listening to, and
watching Sky King, Penny, and the SongBird. I was
one of them. As a kid I always listened to Sky King
on the radio, and WOW what adventures he had.

As with most 1950’s morality plays Sky always shoots
the guns out of the badmen’s hands (never wounding
them) but Boy, can he smack them with his fists!
BAAF! BIP! POW!

Sky uses his aircraft as basic transportation to-from
town
with many out-landings in the desert. In one
http://www.americanflyers.net/entertainment/skyking.asp
episode he's loaned a Navy Cougar jet, and shoots
and a later full length episode...
http://www.guba.com/watch/2000849932
down the SongBird being flown by a bad guy.
So I was overjoyed to find these sites packed with 65 (fortunately only minor damage to the SongBird.)
free downloadable episodes. YEP! 65 episodes of Penny often proves she can fly the Songbird also.
Sky King. WOW! (Wiki lists 78 shows altogether)
Cars are represented with early to mid 1950's Chrysler
and Dodge vehicles with Sky’s main wheels a
I've managed to view eight so far and my head is
Chrysler station wagon - Similar to that used in the
spinning with the headline lead-in, as well as the...
'Sheriff of Cochise' series of the same era. Thou Wiki
'Reach fooor NaBiSco'
list the shows as airing during the 1951-53 ear, I spied
commercial at the beginning. Fortunately the other
several 1955-57 Mopar products as well.
commercials are edited out so an episode plays
Watching these old issues again from the vantage
continuously from start to finish.
point of a 63 years young kid, they seem pretty hokey,
These episodes are the later TV series with Sky and
but still Cool! And did you know that Skys full first
niece Penny besting the bad guys every time. Along
name was.... SKYLER? Is that cool or what!
the way Sky usually manages to insert a cool bit of
Crown Ranch, Out!
technical info that turns out to help him catch the bad
guys. Such as: Gurnsys are milk cows while
Herefords are beef cattle.
The CLIPPER - the newsletter of SAM 21
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A December Cold Snap Flying day at DWARF’s
First cold snap of the season. Temps were in the 40’s.
For all you Nor Easters, that’s COLD for California boys!
(but checkout the GREEN grass, in December even!)

Green Grass

Frozen SASO

BABY

David built his from a Klarich kit. Power is an OS 40 glow.
http://www.klarichkits.com/
I spotted David Saso with a new model completely unknown to
me. Davis IDs it as a McCorrison BABY. Featuring a highly
elliptoid wing planform and a fuselage that at first looks to be a
cabin style. Closer inspection revealed a pylon-like structure
with the windshield cross section being a mere 1 in2.

It climbed out sprightly and floated well in a breezy sky.
SAM ADL lists it as a 1938 design (Antique)
http://www.antiquemodeler.org/adl/index.html
with 875 in2 and 70 in span. Designer was McCorrison-Sears,
and airfoil is ‘Grant-like’.
David thinks it is a Seldom Seen Design, and I agree!
Even SAM Librarian Gene Wallock had no info on it.

Cabin or Pylon?

Here is BABY info >>>
from Trevor Boundy’s
FLYNET website.
A GREAT database
Looking up for SAM models!

www.boundy39.com/
PS—Trevor is the new
SAM Webmaster,
Replacing Dave Harding.
www.antiquemodeler.org
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ALLAN LAYCOCK has been a busy bee building this
FROG Linnet. Allan points out his rudder control
wires are cleaner than the example I published in
last months Clipper.
Well done Allen!
Hey Allan!
Cool! You're right about the excessive control cables on the Linnet I published. Think he said on the website that he chose the
direct line to the rudders instead of using bellcranks.
How'd you accomplish your rudders? Looks like maybe a single
line to each rudder with a spring somewhere to return them to
neutral? So each rudder handles only a single direction?
Steve
PS What are the specs on your power plant/battery?
From:<layhawk@bigpond.com>

FROG Plans website

Steve – well guessed re controls. Speed 300 direct and a 600
mah li-po. And about 10 ozs. The cream paint is plastic/acrylic
house indoor paint thinned with methylated spirits and sprayed
(Badger 300 external mix), the red is Tamiya and similarly applied. I have most of the rubber model Frog plans except the allsheet junior series and a couple of ‘gas’ plans as well.
FYI there is a definitive Frog book that was avail a few years ago
called “Frog Model Aircraft 1932 – 1976” by Richard Lines and
Leif Hellstrom and was published by New Cavendish Books,
UK. This is the most complete history of any model aircraft kit
manf I have ever seen. My copy was bought from the UK in the
early 90’s for fifty five ponds real money.
Regards, Allan

http://www.thestuarts.eclipse.co.uk/gliders.htm
FROG is/was a British model kit manufacturer who
developed a number of rather scale-like designs for the
sport flyer probably in the 1950 era. I liken them to our
Scientific Models company who did the same for
Controlline models in the 1950 / 60’s.
The above website commorates the FROG designs by
presenting plans for many of them –
FREE for the downloading.

——————————

http://www.thestuarts.eclipse.co.uk/solent.htm

In case you missed last month’s writeup…
Grand Wizard Registered User
Join Date: Sep 2008

Location:
Ancaster,
Ontario,
Canada

A link to a FROG ‘cookup’ at a local museum
is also a delight:

Be careful if you’re invited to lunch
by a modeler friend (from rcgroups.com)
I think most modellers can relate to this story and I will keep it
short. Firstly thank you John (Av8R) for taking over the building
of the Lancer. You are doing a great job framing it, we might
even get it finished. Anyway to my story, John and his wife Arlene invited me over for lunch. Arlene had gone to way too
much trouble - fresh bread warm from the maker, a selection of
cold meats with various condiments, etc., etc. and of course I
had may eye on the chocolate cake to follow. I loaded up my
open face sandwich, "Dagwood" style and was ready to add the
finishing touch - mustard. I turned the top to open it ready to
pour but nothing came out. I looked at the tip where the mustard should come from and there appeared to be dried glue on
it, thus preventing the mustard from coming out. I said to
John: "The mustard won't come out, it looks like someone put
glue on the tip." John remarked: "Oh! I have been looking for
that - it is my white glue container." Somebody had put it in
the fridge and Arlene had put it on the table thinking obviously
that it contained mustard. She suggested that John might consider marking the bottle. The yellow mustard/glue container is
pictured above in Av8Tr's remarks.
Cheers

The CLIPPER - the newsletter of SAM 21
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LIFTING STABS
As explored on RCGROUPS.COM
Question - Tail incidence for going from
a lifting tail to flat...

IRISH LORD99
I'm trying to decide on a project to fit some micro
gear into, and I'm seriously looking at down-sizing

a Vic Smeed Courtesan (plan attatched)
but I'd probably change the profile of the tail from
flat-bottomed airfoil to just plain flat. The wing is
already showing about 3-4 degrees of incidence,
and the tail zero.
I was thinking that it'd probably do just to keep the
tail at 0 degrees and make the wing no more than
3.
What do you guys think? I'm not really familiar with
how a tail that generates lift affects flight characteristics, design, etc. Any thought would be appreciated.
~Jake

SNORKS
Personally I like lifting tails because it reduces the
overall loading & helps to give the lovely floatey
flight characteristics that most older designs have.
It all depends on how you want to fly the model. RC
assisted FF or RC sports model.
cheers
Simon

JIM KRAFT

The lifting stabilizer helps to keep the tail flying
along with the wing. As the plane changes speed in
flight, the lifting tail tends to change the lift of the
tail as the lift changes in the wing. When the plane
speeds up, as in takeoff, the lift from the stabilizer
keeps the plane from noseing up to much. Just
think of the lifting tail as another wing at the rear of
the plane. I have several planes with lifting stabs,
and they do their job really well. I have a bipe with
a 76" span that has a lifting tail, and to take off,
just open the throttle, don't touch the elevator, and
it just lifts off with no pitch up at all. Very pretty to
VINTAGE1
whether or not the tail lifts in flight or not is a func- watch.
tion of tail length and of relative areas of wing and
tailplane, and you can't change that.
VINTAGE1
most tailplanes on vintage stuff are 'lifting' on the
BUT that layout of incidence will mean you have a
glide, and probably have net down on them or neuvery forward CG indeed.so much so that a straight tral at speed ..and definitely net down in a dive.
climb will need a lot of downthrust.
That isn't really an issue..what counts is the decalEither increase tailplane incidence or reduce wing
age and where the CG is. Together they set the
incidence. Or both. They want to have their flat bot- planes stability margin, and too much stability
toms pretty much parallel, if you are using an elemeans power on looping! Or props hanging out the
vator.
front pointing at the ground.
Have a look at this. This is my adaptation of the
'Cherub' and it flies brilliantly. 2 degrees down and
2 right. Its maybe a little tail down at approach
speeds, thats all, but looks perfect at cruise speeds.

The CLIPPER - the newsletter of SAM 21
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flight with very marginal power..apart from his RC
designs, which are a bit less so. Once you put
power and an elevator on, they are too stable.
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Most vintage models have the tail doing net lift on
the glide: Whether that was a myth of the time,
that it gave a better glide, or whether its true, I
haven't been able to decide.

The great lifting tailplane myth.

ALLANK1
I guess we are talking about one of the great myths
of our hobby here. Lifting section tailplanes are
generally neutral or lifting slightly downward in
flight and they don't do that very efficiently either!
They are easy to build though and they do work. I
think that is why they became popular. Symmetrical tailplanes are best but then they are harder to
build on a flat board. The reason we can run our
CGs so far aft is that FF models run very large tails
and long tail moments. In simple terms the larger
these things are then the further aft is the Neutral
Point and the further aft the CG, independent of the
section used.
If you were to change tail section on a model you
have to ensure the section zero lift line is maintained with respect to the wing. A flat bottom section actually looks very nose done at zero lift. How
much nose down depends on the camber. The relationship is easy to remember though. The down angle needed is roughly the section camber percentage in degrees.
Interesting subject and as usual Vintage has it
taped, I suspect he has a serious background in
aviation!
My 2 cents worth.
Allan.

GLUEHAND

RYAN NX211
Quote:

Originally Posted by Snorks
I like lifting tails because it reduces the overall
loading & helps to give the lovely floaty flight
characteristics that most older designs have.

That's a Myth!
http://buildingboard.blogspot.com/2...-stabmyth.html
"Lifting Stabs" subtract, they don't add. Why not
build a plane with tandem wings?

SNORKS
Myth or not... I still love the lifting stab! As posted
by Allan K1 the lifting stab was originally designed
to cancel out the tendency to loop under power (on
a FF model)- thats the way I understood it anyway.
I have asked several times on the forum & most
people have said that when calculating the loading
on a model with a lifting section the tailplane can
be included along with the wing area.
Interestingly, I have a solo rating flying full size but
have never bothered to ask about the lifting stab....
cheers
Simon

It is also worth to mention (or remind) that the incidence, when putting the flat bottom of a section
GUIZZO17
parallel to the "flight line", IS NOT neutral....it is
Quote:
slightly positive, as the true "neutral" of a section is
a line from T/E to the air dividing point at the L/E,
"Lifting Stabs" subtract, they don't add.
i.e. a bit above the "bottom line"...how much above
Why not build a plane with tandem wings?
depends on the shape of the L/E.
A "true neutral" flat bottom section, should therefore point slightly "nose down", so that the dividing
point and T/E meet on the "flight line".

VINTAGE1

In the case indicated in your link it is true! But what
about a model glider wit the CG positioned at 90%
or 110% of the MAC?

======================================

Absolutely. That's why when you put flat bottomed,
but thin airfoil section and flat bottomed, but decent and thicker, airfoil section parallel at the bottom, you DO end up with about 2 degrees true decalage..

If your still following this, see the following website
for some revealing technical info on lifting stabs and
related areas:

That's enough to fly with a neutral elevator on the
glide and enough stability for RC. I.e. you will then
pull the CG further back to compensate for reduced
incidence.
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model that likes to fight you in pitch; you try to pull
the nose up a bit and it comes up too much, try to push
from Bob Collins: "surelybob@home.com"
it back down and it goes down too much, it just refuses to go quite exactly where you tell it to. This can
Airplanes normally have a download on the hori- especially be a problem with all-flying tails (which is
zontal tail. Many of the Old Timer free flight mod- one reason why I rarely use all-flying tails on my deels have horizontal stabilizers with a wing-like air- signs; they also are structurally trickier, and usually
foil section, intended to give an up load on the tail. have to be larger than a stabilizer-elevator combo to
Is this what is required of these models?
achieve the same amount of control authority).
If so, how is pitch stability maintained? Finally,
would it be OK to substitute a flat airfoil for the
Finally—from Ron Monsen’s website:
curved one in the horizontal?
http://www.wright-flyer.net/desertaviation/liftingstab.html
From : Don Stackhouse

… In

the history of aviation I personally cannot think
I've seen big discussions of this topic in the
of a normal configuration plane that successfully utilpast on various forums. Quite honestly, I knew ized a lifting stab. There are a few planes like the
Fleet biplane (PT-1, PT-6A, etc.) designed in the early
of many reasons why a lifting stab would be
bad for performance, and couldn't think of or 20's that had a similar configuration as the examples
above, and no doubt, the designer had the same delufind (including in consultations with old-time sion as his modern RC designer counterpart.

free-flight experts) any reasons why it would
be desireable. Eventually it came out (as has
been mentioned elsewhere in this thread) that
some of the old AMA free-flight classes restricted the wing area, and using a lifting stab
was a way to get around this rule.
Well-intentioned rules are often the root cause
of some truly bizarre design features.

Finally, there are some highly specialized designs that
have successfully used a lifting stab. The most common example would be free flight models. These
models are trimmed to fly at a single airspeed. The
desire to produce a lifting stab configuration for these
models stemmed from the constraints of the
rules. Wing area was limited and was only measured
from the main wing. If one could build a second wing
(stab) that shared the load then the effective wing area
was increased. Many of the 1950's planes had CGs at
And another extract:
80% or more of the chord with large lifting
stabs. These planes were also known to do deathAnother reason to use a cambered stabilizer airfoil
dives
and many were marginally stable. Later designs
is to reduce the effects of airfoil hysteresis. This is
utilize very long tail moments with much smaller
particularly often a factor with models. Many airstabs. The CGs are in the 50% of chord range.
foils, especially at low Reynolds numbers ("Re"),
***
such as on the tails of models, can have a different
lift coefficient ("Cl") at a particular angle of attack
("alpha") if that alpha is approached from above,
vs. from below. Usually the range of alphas where
this happens is at or near zero Cl.
For example, assume you have the model trimmed for
stable cruise. Give it a blip of up and release the stick,
and note the speed and climb rate you get. Now give it
a blip of down and release, then note the speed and
climb angle. If the airfoil suffers from hysteresis at
around that angle of attack, you will see a different
speed and climb angle after the "down" blip than you
did after the "up" blip. This can leave you with a
The CLIPPER - the newsletter of SAM 21
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SAM 21 ANNUAL BANQUET
SATURDAY NIGHT - JANUARY 31, 2009
REFRESHMENTS AT 6:30pm and DINNER AT 7 pm

CARROWS’ RESTAURANT
910 Saratoga Ave, San Jose, CA. ph (408) 248-1238
Order off the regular menu – Beer & Wine Available
See Menus at: http://www.carrows.com/
The date is January 31, 2009, and it is at Carrows on Saratoga Blvd just south of 280. Same place as last
years awards banquet except this year, everybody attending will get their entree FREE courtesy of
the SAM 21 Treasurer. Yes, everything will be FREE (except for any booze) and the club will be paying for
it!! I don't figure that the bill will be higher than $350 for about 30 people; the entrees at Carrows don't run
more than $10 a plate. This all should be in the next CLIPPER which Steve should be working on this weekend so it should be e-mailed out in the next day or two. FREE FOOD!! How about that!!!
R.S.V.P. Dave Lewis 1-408-246-2257
Directions: From I-280 (either direction) take the Saratoga off-ramp and go South
on Saratoga about 3 blocks. Carrows’ is on your left (eastside of Saratoga Blvd).
Plenty of parking in the back parking lot.
Banquet room is straight through the restaurant to the back.
Don’t miss this annual SAM 21 event which includes this year a great raffle and
door prizes. Here’s your chance to win one of several prizes,
including a near new SHILEN OT .19 engine!

ALL FRIENDS and FAMILY OF SAM 21 are WELCOME!

THE IDEA
is to
HAVE

FUN,
FUN,
FUN!!!
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SAM 21 Membership Application Form - 2009
Check one:

NEW Member

Returning member

Check one:

FULL Member $25

ASSOCIATE $15 ( newsletter only)

SAM No._________________ AMA No. ______________
(Req’d if full member)

Name: _________________________________________________
Address: _______________________________________________
City:______________________________________ State: ______
Phone: ___________________________

Zip: ______________

Mail to: Secretary/Treasurer:

GARY LEOPOLD
905 ANITA Ave,
BELMONT, CA 94002

Email Address: _________________________________________
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